
GEOS1002: Finals Notes 
Lecture 1/Week 1: Intro 

1.1 Intro to geography 
1.1.1 Core concepts 
• Space 
o Fixed, Euclidean, Immutable 

• Place 
o Subjective, contested, fluid 

• Scale 
o Spatial (over space), temporal (over time) 

• Human/environment interaction 
o Tangible and intangible, positive and negative feedback, unpredictability and non-linearity  

1.1.2 History of geography 
• Physical and human geography is complementary sub-disciplines 
• Geography developed distinctive professional identity in academy in second half of 19th C, geographical thought clear 

lineage back to Herodotus etc. 
• Prior to 1884, Geography not recognised as credible academic discipline with no formal intellectual community, 

efforts by RGS in 1885 led to first positions in UK 
• Mackinder (1887) conceptualised geography as integrative study of natural and social processes that was model for 

single unified discipline  
 
Geography in Australia 
• USYD Dept of Geology in 1893, championed by Edgewroth David, Department of Geography founded in 1920 
• Taylor embodied David’s view on an integrated Geography, famous for work on demography, population, race 

 
Rise and fall of geological polymath 
• Present dualism and specialisation within Geography – Taylor advocated single discipline 

rather than muti-disciplinary polymaths 
 
Rise of regionalism 
• From mid 20th C: describe earth’s surface as product of interrelated phenomena based on 

empirical study of regions 
• Criticised for being descriptive not analytical with no overarching explanatory framework, 

theory or laws, little traction for ‘real world problems’.   
• Geography dept’s (Harvard 1948) disappeared, regionalism dominant mode in West during 1960s focusing on 

quantitative spatial science, numerical modelling and stats 
• Set stage for counter-positivist movt in discipline in following decades 

 
Cultural turn - widening the gap 
• Difference in approach, method, outlooks drove towards social sciences (broader, diverse thought) and further so 

during rise of ‘critical geography’ of 1970s and 80s 
• Pessimistic outlook – wide acceptance to focus on commonalities rather than differences in specialisation to ‘gear-up’ 

for future challenges where geographers suited to take lead roles 

1.1.3 Geo as integrative discipline  
• Thinking distinct from discipline – dualism of geography encourages unique perspective on issues arising from 

human-environment interaction 
• Literacy critical both to aspirations of national and global citizenry and challenge of competing in global economy 
• Greater emphasis on policy-based solutions for global scale environmental problems, movt away from linear 

command control responses, beyond traditional disciplinary training towards synthesis of information, concepts and 
ideas 
 


